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Disclaimer
We are sharing results of clients.
These results are amazing,
accurate to our knowledge and
based on self reported results. 

The clients you see are
extraordinary in their efforts.  They
got their results through
application of hard work,
discipline, and dedication.  

Trading is a very personal journey
and we can not promise that you
will have similar results.  Trading
is inherently  risky and it is
possible to lose all your money. 

Past performance is not indicative
of future results.



Getting Results
When you want to get great at something do you
go to Tiger Woods or do you go to the guy who
made Tiger Woods who he is?   

At Edumomo, we don't look for just great traders,
but for people who mentor and convey the
lessons needed to develop others into incredible
traders.

If you are reading this, I hope you are wanting to
grow to excellence. To becoming noteworthy, and
most of all a person with the freedom to live life
on their terms while working a couple of hours a
day.

This isn't easy, and it requires work, discipline,
and resilience.  If that is you, read on, and learn
about how we are transforming how people trade
and live life.

As you go through this guide, remember building
discipline will not only affect how you trade, but
how you plan your day, your health, your
relationships and more.

Let's start the journey...



Lifestyle

We've done the analysis
We've stacked the deck

 
Trading up to 2 hours a day is

optimal for our lifestyle 
AND 

trading performance/results

What if you worked less 
than 2 hours a day?

Meet some of our THT Grads 
and their amazing strories



 

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Tony G
Two Hour Trader

+30% Tesla calls, Netflix puts,
Netflix calls, AAL calls.

+54.26% RH Swing.

+26.98% Google call swing, coin puts,
shop puts, mRNA puts, msft
puts

10k to 100k

Trading before the program was extreme
losses, risk management was non-existent
and lots of money just went down the drain. I
kept on making income and just keep on
loosing it. After I joined the program it all
went the other way around, I am more
disciplined, learned risk management and
focus more on levels, I now understand why
am I entering the trade, what is your price
target, and where is your stops gonna be.



After trading for 15+years and having some
success but seeing so much opportunity for
improvement I came across Edumomo. As an
entrepreneur, the infrastructure provided
from process, risk management and levels
were a game changer for my trading. It
revolutionized my approach and I will never
look at markets the same. I loved it so much I
joined the team to share this amazing
opportuinty with others.

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

David P
Two Hour Trader

+250% 
Reset to 10k and up to 35k in
30 days

2340%
Traded SPX and turned $5000
into 117k in 2 months



Education
Building skills and experience is a
process. 

We've broken our education into 7
stages.



Business
Plan

Learn 
Process 
& Setups

Position
Sizing

Grow 
Account

Learn More
Skills & Setups

Win Rate &
Confidence

Two Hour
Lifestyle

Two Hour Trader
Learning Path



Trading is a
business
Like any well built business, it is
process driven with facets including
identifying opportunities, building
skills, managing risk and capital
allocation, and networking. 

Planning backed by process can lead
to extraordinary results. 



I've been trading most of my life, but never
found a system or process that focuses so
much on great reward for risk AND be
designed to be done in two hours a day. 
 Once you learn the process you'll wish you
found the THT system earlier.

 Trade Results
Some of My

James G.
Pilot / Soon to Retire

300% TSLA 850 Puts $3 --> $14

600% AMZN 2300 Calls $2 --> $14

-30% SPX 4100 Puts $15 --> $10

40k to 200k



I didn't have a structure. I was just learning as
I am going -- just basic technical analysis.
But, since joining I learned a lot about risk
reward, price action and also using Spectre's
approach when trading level to level.

I now have more time to spend pursuing my
passions such as rock climbing.

 

 Trade Results
Some of My

Aaron J.
Photographer

300% TSLA 850 Puts $3 --> $14

600% AMZN 2300 Calls $2 --> $14

-30% SPX 4100 Puts $15 --> $10

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1UEAD_enPH996PH996&sxsrf=ALiCzsbMKuM3PTn07gOM4apR4m1o6uu5ow:1651674089282&q=Aaron+Jetelina&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjHjIG7hcb3AhVBKqYKHRaJCKgQ7xYoAHoECAEQMg


I've learn more skills in just three months with
Spectre in Edumomo. Spectre's system is so
simple. Spectre is so relax, simple, easy, and
just gotta be patient, and it just happens the
process is rock solid. I like the planning, their
plans work out almost all the time. 

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Benjamin K.
Data Architect

+14.7% GME calls, BABA calls, AMZN calls

+10.4%
TSLA calls, BABA puts then calls,
ROKU calls, SPY puts, SHOP calls

+14.1%
SPY p then c, MRNA p, NFLX p
COIN p, AMZN c

Results are account growth in a single day



Mindset
Trading is 70-80% Psychology

Trade with Confidence

"Trade to Win" vs "Trade to Not
Lose"



When I started I didn't have a plan when it
comes to trading I was just buying random
stuff, but right now with the help of
Edumomo I became more knowledgeable
and I have learned and grown a lot. My
confidence, right now is better than before
and am building it more.

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Anthony C.
Respiratory Therapist

+14.3% SPY puts.

+14% SPY and SHOP puts. Post FOMC.



 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Phong N.
Concept Artist/Illustrator

Before Edumomo trading is like a gambling for
me. I was taking ideas from other people my
performance was not consistent. Right now
after the program my gains are much higher
and it's now getting me into more consistent
level and a lot less stressful.

+10% SHOP puts, WMT calls.

+18% GME long got stopped, AMZN

+22% GME calls, BIDU calls

+10% Etsy calls and Coin puts



Before, it felt a little more where do I enter and
I'm not so confident when trading and it's hard
to trust. And now, the support and resistance
that I got are doing great, they HIT and I'm
starting to trust that more.

 

 

 Trade Results
Some of My

Tammy S.
Professional Coach-

OrangeTheory

+42% AMZN con put @7.5 sold at 10.30

+48% 4 QQQ cons put @1.37 sold at 10%

+13% MRNA 2 cons puts @3.40 sold 1



Planning
and Trade
Execution
Always trade with a
plan, otherwise you are
planning to fail.



 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Jason H.
Real Estate Agent

I started with another trading community
but I didn't really see my growth there and
then I met Spectre, The Edumomo THT
process is level to level and I've seen so
much growth and I am very happy and
excited with the program. 

+9.6% CLX and AMZN puts.

+18.44% OSTK and TSLA puts.



Spectre, is an amazing teacher, the
community is great., Follow the program
and take the time to participate. If I could
tell myself 4 weeks ago I would tell myslef
to do the lessons and redo again and
hammer it in my head and say if you dont
follow the risk reward philisophy, if you
dont have an exit and trade that would
have saved me thousands of money.
Whatever your motivations are I think
Edumomo is a great resourch and help
accelerate your investment.

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Sonny A.

Businessman

+14% NVDA, WMT and COIN



 

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Erik Wallace
Project Management Consultant

The THT program has helped clear the fog
around trading. Take it slow and take
things seriously because trading is like a
double edge sword.

+32% SHOP short off 450 and then
flipped long at 415.

+50% AMC/GME calls

+16% BABA short on the VWAP retest
and NVDA long off of flow. 



It felt more hectic and less planned before.
Now it is more of a disciplined approach where
I usually have a plan or idea to follow. I feel like
I have a good set of tools and that I need to
make sure I use them. In 6 months I see myself
being a consistently profitable trader and
within 2 years doing it full time with Edumomo.

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Ethan G.

Software Engineering
Manager

+22% Good two days in a row. SPY
trades only.

+9.4% 
TSLA, SPY, MRNA to move to the
upside.

+5% Spy calls at the open off the 435
WL



I feel like I've learned price action. Like
it's giving me clarity in the trading, more
insight in the trading.

 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Patrick N.
Small Business Owner

+21% GME calls .8 > 4

+17%  VZ and NFLX puts NVDA call.

+8% NVDA SPOT puts



Crazy Support

Price Action
Planning and Levels
Trading Psychology with a
psychotherapist

1-1 Mentoring

Group Classes

Constructive Feedback

You are never alone



 Trade Results
Some of My

Kevin M.
Retired/ Law enforcement

+20% TSLA swing

+10% AMZN mRNA spy.

+12% AMZN TSLA OSTK SPY

 

Before I didn't have a process and and it
wasn't as precise and defined. But now I
have the skills, confidence, discipline,
definition and the program helped me
recognize price action more by using his
support resistance levels.



 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Raja R.
Senior Developer

Previously I was just buying irresponsibly, I
have no rules and no confidence and loss
more than what I earned. After joining
Edumomo  I am following rules and limit
my losses, my confidence has increased
than before and Spectre helped me with
that.

+9% TSLA and FB Puts

+100% SPY puts

+5% QQQ and Amzn Puts, TSLA Calls



 Account Growth Results
Some of My

Sainath B.
Senior Software
Development Manager

+10% SPX puts.

+10% SPOT, AMZN calls.

+15.29% AMZN calls, GOOGL calls,
NFLX puts

10 months since I started with Edumomo I'm
starting to  understand the chartings and
levels and how it works, it helped me right
now to know the ins and out of trading. When
to trade and when not to trade because
before I was just trading anytime.



ARE YOU READY

TO BECOME A

 

TWO HOUR

TRADER

 

?

https://edumomo.com/tht

https://edumomo.com/tht

